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The term……….refers to “the state of  being very tired” 

disturbance scuffle exhaustion spectator

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ……… refers to “the act of  behaving in very determined and forceful way in order to

succeed”  

aggressiveness side effect hooliganism hiking

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ………. refers to “a situation in which people be have violently in a publice place ” 

disturbance scuffle hooliganism fan

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Football require more pre-match aggressiveness than ..................... .

box rugby chess baseball

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Football is their most popular ………. sport. 

fan fair play spectator stand

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He personally answers to his ..................... letters.

fan tone jogging violence

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Drug abuse must be considered among the other .................... accepted of modern sport. 

pursuit exaggerate condemn unfortunate

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term .................... refers to “a skill or special ability”

Apprenticeship Facilities

Accomplishment Involvement

8-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The manager decided to have a different ................... to discipline. 

federation approach literature potential

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bob scored three goals the first time he played, but they put it down to .................. luck. 

body failure candidate's beginners

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There is now a vast .................. on medicine.

expert apprenticeship literature quality

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The governing .................. of the university is going to approve the plan. 

body development limit resource

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Athletes should ................... courage. 

possess possession possessive possessively

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The doctor .................... Mary to diet.

instructor instructive instructed instructively

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Bernard has ................... knowledge of kinesiology. 

extend extension   extensive extensively

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The clubs representatives are going to join the enterprise. " 

representative " means the same as: 

Delegate Authority  Maintenance Goodwill

16-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The term ................... refers to “a design or picture that represents a country or an organization” 

Charter Motto  Emblem Movement

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The aim of the festival is the ................... of several eminent athletes.

glorification lethargy stimulate relieve

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Alfred's ..................... that the system should be changed was rejected. 

constitution foundation aspiration proposal

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The festival was inaugurate by an eminent sportsman.

" eminent" means the same as: 

Aspiration    Enterprise Lethargy Excellence

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Pierre de Coubertin proposed a(n)……….. as the solution to Frances political and social crises. 

cooperative enterprise social movement

international understanding educational reform

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Part 2:

Based on what you read in “The Olympic Movement” answer ques0ons 21-25. 

The NOCs do NOT represent ...........................  .

national Olympic sports sports in the summer Olympic Games

winter Olympic Games sports sports in the spring Olympic Games

22-

1. 2.

3. 4.

The IOC members should not .................... .

speak French speak English

be citizens of a country that has an NOC reside in a country that has no NOC  

23-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Each ring on the Olympic flag represents a ……………

continent union nation country

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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Who governs the IFs?

The  IOC governs the IFs  

The  NOC governs the IFs                          

International Associations  governs the IFs  

National Olympic Association  governs the IFs

Read the following passage and decide which choice (1), (2), (3), or (4) best fits each blank. Then

mark your choice on your answer sheet.

25-

1.

2.

3.

4.

-

 events shun motive recreation

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The will to win is a powerful (26) ..................., and individual athletes as well as coaches and

administrators have studied such ma>ers as the most(27) ..................... type of leadership and the

op0mal level of pregame stress. Psychologists (28) ..........................  among themselves, but some

contend that democra0c leadership produces greater individual (29) .....................  while

authoritarian leadership provides (30) ................... .  

-

powerful  freedom efficient victories

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-

desire differ joints paths

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-

 institute delegate approach satisfaction

29-

1. 2. 3. 4.

-

result violence attributes obsession

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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